Application to Run State Championship

State Name: __________________________________

Chapter  __________________________________

Chapter Head ______________________________

State Championship Coordinator Name: _______________________

Phone: ______________

Email  ___________________________________________

TD:  ___________________________________________

Phone: ______________

Email  ___________________________________________

Tournament Date:_____________ to ______________

Registration times: _____________________________

Qualifications for entry:

US residency:________________ State residency: ______________________

Citizenship requirement:___________________________

Tournament Conditions

Time limits:_____________Pairing system:_____________

Tie breaking: ______________ Entry fees: __________

1 Announcement in AGA Journal must me made a minimum of 22 days prior to start of tournament. and qualifier, if any.

2 AGA requires 6 of prior 12 months residence in US (State?).

3 AGA requires Green Card or better (This is a question.)

4 Minimum for a qualifier is: basic time 30 minutes Overtime 30 seconds 5 times, 25/5 Canadian, or 10 minutes/20 seconds Fischer time. Others by approval. Minimum for Final is 45 minutes basic with overtime as above. or 15 minutes/30 seconds Fischer.

5 Swiss, Round Robin, or Match